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[ABLTOOLS]
OCTA-13435

Stack traces for PASOE web handler error responses are no longer returned
...
When invoking a PASOE web handler and an error response is returned, the previous
behavior was to return a stack trace with the error response. This has changed so the
stack trace is no longer included by default. To have the stack trace returned with the
error, you must set enable debug alert through either the agent -debugalert startup
parameter or the SESSION:DEBUG-ALERT attribute.

[DataServers]
OCTA-14938

Information logging happening even with -Dsrv logginglevel,0
...
Information logging still happening even with -Dsrv logginglevel,0 enabled and it
shouldn't.

[DB]
OCTA-13609

[Lang]
OCTA-14747

This will show more logging than expected.
Replication version change in 12.1
...
There is an OpenEdge Replication version change in 12.1, which will stop the
downgrade from a 12.1 release to a 12.0 release. On the other hand, a 12.0 replication
can be upgraded to 12.1 and run successfully.
Using an existing pre-12.1 .xpxg file with batch ProxyGen for a Java Open Client
...
In 12.1, if you run batch ProxyGen using an existing pre-12.1 .xpxg file for a Java Open
Client, and "Default" had been chosen for which java compiler to use, you will get an
error:
The project file (.xpxg) contains the "Default" Java compiler option, which is no longer
supported. The project file needs to be regenerated. (19479)
You do not have to recreate the .xpxg file from scratch. You only need to use the
ProxyGen tool, open the existing .xpxg file and use the Generate dialog to regenerate
the proxies from there. The UI will show the java compiler from the JDK directory that
you chose at install time. You can change that to some other valid JDK directory if
desired. Then make sure that you save the .xpxg file.
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[PASOE]
ADAS-18228

Release Notes
Agent details in request information will be null/empty for first getActiveRequests call
...
Current/expected behavior due to performance concern's:
Admin request metrics will not be opened by default. It will be opened when ever
there is actual request executing and getActiveRequests
(*/oemanager/applications/<AppName>/requests*) is called for the first time.
Hence, on the first call of getActiveRequests, the agent information will be null or
empty ("") for the request(s) shown in the response. After this, metrics will be opened
and getActiveRequests will be populating the data properly.
Example:
1. Execute any request(s) (web/apsv/soap/rest) and try to execute
"getActiveRequests". All the fields inside agent will be null or empty ("").
2. Now the metrics is opened.
3. Now execute another requests and do "getActiverequests". All the fields will be
populated properly.

[PDSOE]
ADAS-11262

Service artifacts deployed on PAS instance are not undeployed from PDSOE
...
Using the Add and Remove wizard to remove the deployed service artifacts removes
the artifacts from the Server view. The artifacts are not removed from the Progress
Application Server instance's published location and remain deployed. To completely
and successfully undeploy the artifacts use OpenEdge Management.

[PDSOE]
ADAS-18853

Visual Designer form having infragistics controls fails to load and throws exception
...
When a form, using field 'ShowInkButton', is opened in design mode of Progress
Developer Studio for OpenEdge, an InvocationTargetException is thrown. The
following error is displayed, 'An exception occurred loading design canvas: the type
XXXX has no field named 'ShowInkButton'
where XXXX is either UltraComboEditor or a class inheriting UltraComboEditor. The
cause of this is the change in the Infragistics API. Due to this reason, the form is unable
to load in design mode.
Workaround:
Open the form in Editor mode, comment the line where 'ShowInkButton' field is used,
click 'Save' and close the form. Open the form again in Design mode, make some
changes, like resizing the form, click Save and then close the form. The auto-generated
code will not have the removed field and form will load without any issues.
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Release Notes
PCTProxygen task fails for PCT v212
...
PCT version 212 is shipped with OpenEdge 12.1. But, the PCTProxygen task fails in this
PCT version. The issue will be addressed in the next PCT release. It will be available in
https://github.com/Riverside-Software/pct/releases.
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